JIRA

The SBForge issuetracker
A nice place to start is the Become a JIRA Ninja.

See Atlassian JIRA for further details.

For information on new features and possibilities in JIRA, checkout the JIRA blog.

Integration

- Eclipse: Atlassian Eclipse Connector
- IDEA: Atlassian IntelliJ Connector
- Maven: Maven changes plugin
- Confluence: Use the provided JIRA macros to embed JIRA content
- Jenkins: Use the JIRA plugin to attach issues to a build.

Extensions

Plugins

The following plugins have been added to JIRA:

- GreenHopper
- Hudson integration
- Time Sheet

Activated functionality

The following included functionality has been activated

- FishEye integration: View of source code changes related to a issue in the 'Source' tab at the bottom of issue page. See Viewing an Issue's FishEye Changesets for details.
- Crucible integration. View of reviews related to a issue in the 'Source' tab at the bottom of issue page. See Viewing an Issue's FishEye Changesets for details.